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Executive Summary
Inventh™ (Great Inventh Private limited) is an information technology
solutions company with specialization in accounting solutions for
different business verticals.
We provide top-notch finance and
accounting services to organizations enabling them to have full control
over their business.

Finance and accounting services for start-ups involves carefully chosen
customized solutions and services that help the entrepreneurs to
understand the alignment of business plan with the organization
performance and financial projections. The complete finance and
accounting services generate insights that involves accurate reporting
and analytics point the health and road map of the company.

The setting up of books of accounts
It is important for an entrepreneur to focus on his business other than fire
fighting and setting up the accounting department of a start-up. Also,
Setting up the right accounting department with the right people is the key
for any start-up. The right accounting team should be capable enough do
consulting and give timely advice on the strategies and alignment with the
business plan set by the company. We ease the start-up complexities and
enable you to focus on your business and we handle all the complexities
from our end.
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We use the best accounting platform that suits your requirement
preferably cloud based accounting system. We also support the
accounting system that is being hosted at your premise by accessing
them securely remotely from our premise. Our solutions includes Setting
up of book of accounts, generating reports that enables tax compliance ,
Generating accurate financial reports and Analytical reports that help to
drive the business smoothly by increasing profitability.

Set-Up
Choosing the right application that would support the start-up ecosystem
is the key. Once we understand your business, we help to choose the best
and cost effective systems available globally and set up the books of
accounts for you. Since we work at remote locations, we also integrate
the secure file sharing systems for sharing the files, bills and invoices.
The set-up process concludes with sharing of the email accounts for the
remote team and all the accessibility credentials.
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Accounting and Bookkeeping services

We handle all the finance and accounting functionalities including
accounts payables and receivables processing, Reconciliation of all the
accounts, fixed assets, payrolls and expenses. Inventh handles all the
routine day-to-day tasks such as preparing Invoices, updating bills,
applying customer payments to invoices, issuing checks to outstanding
bills, updating and reconciling bank and credit card transactions,
maintaining accounts receivable and accounts payable, handling complex
accounting systems for multiple location-based organisations and also
supporting the preparation of tax returns for CPAs. We also consolidate
and compile the financial data to keep the accounts up-to date and clean.
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Accurate Reporting and Preparing Reports for Tax
Preparation
Along with managing the accounts, we also ensure that all the accounts
and practises are in compliance with the government rules and
regulations to avoid penalties and risks, and establish your good
reputation both internally and externally. We take care of all the
compliance reports including the following

Preparation of tax returns and financial reports
The compliance of Payroll and Bookkeeping.
Ensure compliance with statutory regulations
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Insights and Analytics Services

We will generate timely reports that help you to plan asses and control the
company performance and efficient use of company resources. We also
identify, assess, collect, analyze and interpret data for providing you the
best available analytics in the industry.
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